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NeptuneNeptune’’ s s discoverydiscovery

Discovered by Johann Gottfried Galle 23 September 1846 (Berlin)

Lettera di Urbain-Jean-Joseph Le Verrier a Johann Gottfried Galle del 
18 settembre 1846] (Morton Grossner, The discovery of Neptune 1979):

"Sarei lieto di trovare un tenace osservatore che volesse dedicare un po' 
del suo tempo ad esaminare una parte del cielo in cui può trovarsi un 
pianeta da scoprire. Sono stato portato a questa conclusione dalla teoria
di Urano. Un sommario delle mie ricerche sta per essere pubblicato su
Astronomische Nachrichten. Vedrete, Signore, che dimostro che è
impossibile dar conto delle osservazioni di Urano senza introdurre
l'azione di un nuovo pianeta finora sconosciuto; e, straordinariamente, 
che c'è una sola posizione nell'eclittica in cui il pianeta può essere
localizzato […] La posizione attuale di questo corpo mostra che adesso
siamo, e lo saremo per alcuni mesi, in una condizione favorevole per 
poter fare la scoperta. Inoltre la massa del pianeta ci permette di 
concludere che il suo diametro è superiore a 3" d'arco. Questo disco è
perfettamente distinguibile, con un buon telescopio, dai diametri stellari
spuri causati dalle aberrazioni." 

Predicted by John Couch Adams and Urbain Jean Joseph Le Verrier

Will complete its
first revolution in 

2011 (orbital
period 165 yr) …



SidereusSidereus NunciusNuncius: the : the DiscoveryDiscovery of 4 of 4 JupiterJupiter’’s s moonsmoons (I)(I)

30 November – December 1609: Moon’s face, 
stars, Milky Way, nebolous stars…
Could be seen by many other people

7 January – March 1610: 4 Jupiter’s moons
Galileo’s improvements of spyglass crucial

Published in Venice, March 1610



SidereusSidereus NunciusNuncius: the : the DiscoveryDiscovery of 4 of 4 JupiterJupiter’’s s moonsmoons (II)(II)

Published in Venice, March 1610



SidereusSidereus NunciusNuncius: the : the DiscoveryDiscovery of 4 of 4 JupiterJupiter’’s s moonsmoons (III)(III)

Switching from Italian to Latin in 1 week!!!

7 –15 January 1610: 
notes in Italian…



SidereusSidereus NunciusNuncius: the : the DiscoveryDiscovery of 4 of 4 JupiterJupiter’’s s moonsmoons (IV)(IV)

During the night of January 15 1610, 
starting a new page of his notes, Galileo 
switches to Latin…



NeptuneNeptune closeclose toto JupiterJupiter in 1612in 1612--16131613
See plot of Neptune-to-Jupiter relative right ascension and declination between 28 December
1612 and 30 January 1613

Kowal and Drake: “Galileo’s observations of Neptune”, Nature 1980  

Neptune’s magnitude: 7.9 
Galilean satellites magnitude: 
between 5.5 and 6.0

Observations of Neptune since
its discovery in 1846 do not
yet cover 1 single revolution of 
the planet around the Sun: a 
much older observation by
Galileo would be of enormous
scientific value to firmly
establish its orbit…



NeptuneNeptune closeclose toto JupiterJupiter at  a at  a veryvery special time of special time of GalileoGalileo’’s works work……. . 

Observation technique:

Theory: 

Starting January 1612 Galileo uses a micrometer (Le Opere Vol III, p. 446) which he
states makes his observations accurate to a few arcseconds (from arcminutes before) 
(Le Opere Vol. III, p 415). 

Galileo has distinguished the satellites and determined their orbital periods already in 
April 1611 (Le Opere Vol. III 406). By 1612 he sends around his predictions to other
people routinely (Le Opere Vol. XI p. 129). On June 16 1612 Sagredo complains that
they arrive not enough time in advance.. (Le Opere Vol. XI, p. 330)

On June 23, 1612 Galileo writes that he can make predictions accurate to 1 arcsec (Le 
Opere Vol. XI p. 335) with a new jovilab (Le Opere Vol. III, pp 486-487)

A fit of computed satellites positions (Lieske, A&A, 1980  to Galileo’s observations
(from the beginning ofg 1612) as measured with a ruler clearly shows a change of 
scale factor at the end of Jnauary 1612 shows that

By the beginning of 1612 Galileo is able to compute the effect of the relative motion
between Jupiter and the Earth and thus to improve his ephemerides



……and and indeedindeed hehe sawsaw NeptuneNeptune! ! 

Kowal and Drake: “Galileo’s observations of Neptune”, Nature 1980

“ 1612                                               
December 27: hour 15.46 after 
noon: while Venus was rising”

“Before sunrise 0.30. The two 
westerly ones were very closely 
joined; they were disatnt 0.20 
according to their longitude, but the 
more easterly one had such latitude 
that it appeared that in this 
conjunction it almost touched the 
other and at the same hour a fourth 
star was present and the easterly 
one became more remote; and the 
configuration was so; and the tables 
agreed at a nicety”

The “fixa” (fixed star) was indeed
not a star but Neptune!



……and and eveneven noticednoticed somethingsomething unusualunusual! (II)! (II)

“Day 28 (Januray 1613). Hour 5 
from sunset

There are: Jupiter, 3 satellites. SAO star # 
119234 (“a”) and Neptune (“b”) 

“This is the semidiametric scale           
24 exactly taken at this time”

“after fixed star “a” another followed
in the same line, thus that is “b”
which was also observed in the 
preceeding night; but they seemed
more remote from each other”

Kowal and Drake: “Galileo’s observations of Neptune”, Nature 1980



DidDid Galileo Galileo drawdraw the position of star/the position of star/NeptuneNeptune toto scale?scale?

“Day 28 (January1613). Hour 5 
from sunset

According to modern ephemerides the distance separating Neptune from the star should be 
7.1 RJ . 

In Galileo’s drawing (after applying for his consistent 10% scale factor..) the separation is only 
4 RJ. 

This would mean a difference wrt the position given by modern ephemerides by 53 arcsec in 
longitude and 26 arcsec in latitude. This disagreement, especially the one in latitude, would 
be unacceptable for a modern ephemeris of Neptune!!!

Standish and Nobili:  “Galileo’s observations of Neptune”, Baltic Astronomy, 1997 
(available on NASA’s ADS)



PlanetPlanet XX’’s s perturbationsperturbations of  of  NeptuneNeptune on on JanuaryJanuary 28, 161328, 1613

Conclusion: If Galileo’s drawing of the star/Neptune was to scale like the satellites, and 
Neptune was perturbed to where he drew it, the perturbation was a rare, pathological one

Longitude (along orbit, degrees)

Standish and Nobili:  “Galileo’s observations of Neptune”, Baltic Astronomy, 1997 
(available on NASA’s ADS)

Latitude (out of 
planet, degrees)



ButBut NeptuneNeptune passedpassed muchmuch closercloser byby toto JupiterJupiter…… (I)(I)

Why did Galileo not record 
Neptune when it was much
closer to Jupiter than in the 
observations of December 27 
1612 and Jnauary 28 1613?

Or did he?



ButBut NeptuneNeptune passedpassed muchmuch closercloser byby toto JupiterJupiter…… (II)(II)

“Jan day 5. (1613) hour 7.12 from sunset from noon hour 11.38”

“Most exact observation”

“After hour 6.18”



DidDid Galileo Galileo markmark itit??

“Jan day 5. (1613) hour 7.12 from sunset from noon hour 11.38”

“Most exact observation”

“After hour 6.18”

It is ink, it is intentional:  miscroscope + back light;                              
UV lamp .. suitable for the ink used at the time of Galileo

It is where modern ephemerides would put Neptune….

Standish and Nobili:  “Galileo’s observations of Neptune”, Baltic Astronomy, 1997 
(available on NASA’s ADS)



The The actualactual notebook of Galileo notebook of Galileo ““La vacchettaLa vacchetta……..””


